The principal aim of a vertical two-dimensional numerical model development is for estimating the particle tracing and mechanism of 10 mm and 2.5 mm debris. The particle tracing movement can be visually analyzed by using a high speed video camera (HSVC). A numerical model was developed using the Marker and Cell Method, which involves a Subgrid-Scale (SGS) model and the Particle Source in Cell (PSI-Cell) Method. The transportation processes of debris and air bubble were simulated in lagrangian form by introducing air bubbles and debris markers. Air bubble movement characteristics were simulated by this numerical model. Bigger particles flow at the upper part, while smaller particles attach near to the bottom. This phenomenon is similar to what we observed in the experimental studies. As a conclusion, the calibration processes for velocity was successful. The value of virtual mass (C M ) was found to be one of the most important criteria that should be considered in the calibration process, as this parameter dominates fundamental characteristics of sediment particle movement in the lagrangian numerical scheme. The best fitted C M in this study was 0.35. The mean average velocity value ranging from 1.2% to 22.61% is obtained from the velocity results of numerical studies compared to the experimental studies.
Introduction
 Debris flows are characterized by multiple surges which take place intermittently and subsequently flows do not follow the course of previous flows. A debris flow therefore takes another course keeping off the lobes formed by previous flows. That is why the course of a debris flow always swings and a fan like topography is formed. The front of a debris flow makes a stop when it reaches a gradient of less than 10 degrees leaving a scale-like land form called debris lobes. Subsequent flows which contain less sediment
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are most sensitive to the inputs of particle size and particle velocity [3] [4] [5] .
Modeling debris flows has gained increasing interest in recent years, due to the potential damage that these flows can generate, particularly in urbanized alluvial fans. However, hydrodynamic modeling of debris flow surges is much more challenging than that of water flows, mainly due to the multi-phase character of the flow, which includes not only water, but also a wide range of interacting solid particles, that goes from very fine sediments such as silt and clay, to large particles such as boulders; timber and other debris.
Several sets of flume experiments were examined by numerical tools to verify the appropriateness of numerical model and the validity of numerical procedures. To understand the general behavior of particle segregation in debris flow, a physical model experiment for debris flow with two distinct diameters were conducted. Furthermore, the high-speed video camera (HSVC) results tracing each particle movement are compared with the solutions of Hydro Debris 2D Model (HD2DM), a Lagrangian sediment particle tracing numerical.
The main aim of this study is to understand the characteristics movements of stony debris flow and develop a most reliable numerical model to predict the debris flow disasters routing through laboratory experiments and numerical simulation models. Therefore, this study focuses on capturing the process of debris flow particle routing segregation at a 25º slope angle, particle routing segregation processes at the downstream of the rectangular channel and development of debris flow numerical computational model by Lagrangian concept. The calibration of the HD2DM based on the experimental study of hydraulic physical model had been done in this study.
Laboratory Experiments
In order to understand the characteristics of debris flow routing mechanism and the deposition behavior, it is necessary to set up a debris flow experimental physical model. The model consists of three main parts which are the rectangular flume, deposition board and water intake tank. The debris was placed 3.5 m from the bottom of the rectangular flume. The detail of debris load in the rectangular flume is shown in Fig. 1 . The debris was well mixed up between small and big materials. At least three time of experiment had been made to understand the stony particle distribution and movements. After a flume and board were set to the prescribed slopes, a constant discharge was supplied from the upstream end of the channel through an electromagnetic valve (gate). A constant discharge (3.0 L/s) is supplied within 7 s. 
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During water supply, HSVC will record the image of particle routing. The HSVC have been placed at one location which is near the downstream the rectangular flume. The HSVC can capture a video footage during short intervals time (0-9 s). Moreover, two video cameras were set at different locations to record continuous and simultaneous process of debris flow deposition process. Video recording of the experiments are performed to analyzed debris flow characteristics and captured the formation of debris flow deposition process. Four groups of images had been classified such as initial (no flow), starting with flow, intermediate (2 s) and last (4 s). The images of particle tracing were captured between 0.015 s. The distance of particle movements were identified. By knowing the distance of each particle distribution, the velocity of each particle can be calculated.
Numerical Model of Hydro-debris 2D Model
The Marker and Cell method was modified, combining SGS model and PSI-CELL method [6, 7] . A lagrangian solution for the air bubble transport was determined by surrounding water pressure with assumption of initially uniform air bubbles diameters. The mechanism of picking up and transport process of bed material in macro turbulence zone was simulated using the lagrangian model based on Tchen's equation [8] and Gotoh's [6] , assuming that bed materials is uniform. The computer code was written in C language, using reference "103 Y0/VIFMAC" of the computer library of Kyoto University, created by Takemoto [9] and developed by Sakai et al. [10] . The systems of governing equations are the grid-filtered time-dependent three-dimensional compressible (with low Mach number) mixed flow Navier-Stokes, liquid phase continuity equations. SGS (Sub Grid Scale) model for only liquid phase is introduced. The effect of Lagrangian sediment particle into liquid phase is being considered using PSI-CELL (particle source in cell) method [6, 7] .
Eulerian Model
Several researchers have estimates of sediment transport by focusing on the existence of turbulence. The largest contribution was made by Rijn and Leo [11, 12] . The theory of sediment transport for laminar flow was developed by Van Rijn using relatively simple calculation. Yet, it shows great feasibility in the turbulence model (
The two characteristic parameters had been introduced (1) Particle parameter
where, d 50 particle diameter of 50, s specific gravity (σ/), σ density of the sediment,  density of the water, V kinematic viscosity, u * = (g 0.5/c')U friction velocity of flow with reference to particle, U average speed of flow, c' coefficient of the particle with Chezy reference.
Lagrangian Model
Models of sediment transport in turbulent flow are determined with another aspect. The model of Van Rijn can be classified as a deterministic model known as Eulerian model. There is another aspect of sediment transport modeling. This probabilistic model known as lagrangian model. The fundamentals of this model were made by using the parameters [13] pick up rate and step length. More sophisticated model was developed by Nakagawa and Tsujimoto [14] that explains about the mechanism step length using a probabilistic function. This model was known as an Eulerian model. The model of Nakagawa and Tsujimoto is very sensitive especially in term of changing the input and favorable in explaining the phenomenon. The mechanisms of the sediment pulling up and transport of saltation and rolling had been searched. Gotoh clarified the mechanism of transport based on the model of Nakagawa and Tsujimoto. Lagrangian model was used in this study with following reasons allows the simulation of motion of each particle of the sediment and unifies the phenomenon of sediment transport. The first reason was used because the existences of coarse sediment near the downstream area. The Lagrangian model has its advantage when the diameter of the material is large. The second reason was it easily explained about transition of the sediment transport phenomenon. When a particle of sediment is pulled up and picked up by runoff, it will be transported by the macro turbulence. The equation of motion of the particle in the flow, according to Newton's second law can be written as
where, M virtual mass of sediment particle,
force of gravity. Assumed that the particle is a sphere, the quantities above are:
where,
relative velocity of the particle.
According to the work of Rijn [11] , the hydrodynamic forces in turbulent flow and upward can be written as
where, n vector perpendicular to the vector r u  ,  L ancestry coefficientvarying according to the number.
Continuity Equation for Water
 t
Reynolds term
Leonards term viscosity, x, y grid spacing for each direction V Cell volume, S pi is negative production term for flow field by particle movement, m pk specific mass of particle k, u pik : i direction velocity component of particle k.
Changes in momentum in solid phases calculated by lagrangian particle model will be transferred into momentum changes in the liquid phase through negative production term determined in Eq. (13) . Similarly the loss of the energy when collision occurs also transferred into liquid phase through this negative production term. This effect shown in Fig. 2 . sediment is at the bottom. This term was determined according to Nakagawa et al. [17] for the simulation of successive saltation movement as followed Gotoh's [6] method. The lagrangian air bubble transport equation is introduced similarly as: where, β is virtual mass, given as 0.5,  is water density, a is an air bubble diameter, C Da friction coefficient of air bubble, which is 2.6. The Adam-Bashforth method was used for time integration.
The air entrainment process was treated from the water surface. The air entrainment was treated by distributing air bubble marker particles in the sub-cells of the surface cells with no water marker cell. These distributed air bubble marker particles are transported according to the surface air drag coefficient which is assumed to be 1.0. The air entrainment by the air bubble capitation is simulated by distributing the air bubble marker particles in the inner air cells. The air bubble pairing and dividing cannot be simulated in this study.
Results and Discussions
This section the authors only present results and discussions for the 25º slope angle case study. Tracing positions of 10 mm and 2.5 mm particles are represented by black and white colors, respectively. The first case is initial, no liquid-phase flow case. Fig. 3a shows the captured image for this case. Six different shapes were employed to represent the particle path line. In this case no small particle images were captured. This means, big particles move faster rather than small particles. The longest distance of movement for big particles (circle shape) is 14.09 cm and the shortest (diamond shape) is 5.74 cm. The average velocity for this case is 0.19 cm/ms. Suwa [18] claim that the cause of the convergence of large particles at the front of a debris flow is caused by their faster longitudinal velocities than the surrounding small particles, a vertical particle-segregation concept is adopted here to explain the convergence of large particles at the front. Takahashi [19] verified this theory in previous flume experiments study. The velocity varies from zero at the bottom to a high value in upper layer, and the mean velocity is somewhere in between the bottom and surface values, if grain sorting arises in the following layer and coarser particles are transferred to the upper part, those particle would be transported faster than the mean propagating velocity of the debris flow front.
Small particle images can be seen starting with liquid-phase flow. A group of white lines concentrated near the bottom while the black lines are at the upper part. It shows that big particles move upward and in contrast for small particles. The average velocities of big particles are faster than the small ones. The velocity is 2 cm/ms faster. Fig. 3b 4 cm/ms faster than the small particles. From this captured image, we can understand the characteristics of particle movements between particles of different sizes [20] . The particle routing segregation image can be referred in Fig. 4 
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In intermediate case (big particle) for experimental and numerical, mean velocity for experimental is recorded as 0.194 cm/ms which is 0.01 cm/ms slower compared to the numerical result. It means that, the numerical result predicted about 4.9% higher in mean velocity than experimental result. The different of mean velocity of numerical and experimental value is 5.5% lower compared to the initial case (big particle).
The highest percentage of numerical model prediction compared with experimental mean velocity result can be seen in last case (small particle). The mean average value is 22.61%. The highest velocities in experimental and numerical are 0.186 cm/ms and 0.253 cm/ms while the lowest velocities are 0.113 cm/ms and 0.156 cm/ms respectively. The numerical model prediction compared with experimental mean velocity in intermediate case (small particle) is 17.19%.
The particles routing distribution produced by the HD2DM for two different virtual mass coefficients (0.2 and 0.35) cannot be concluded just referred to the particles movement mechanism. Therefore, the mean average velocity of numerical compared with experimental model had to be referred. The comparison of particles mean velocity distribution can be seen in Fig. 5 . Bigger particles flow at the upper part, while smaller particles attach near to the bottom. The bigger particle movements were concentrated at the upper (high velocity) part of the fluid, while small particles were concentrated near the bottom (low velocity). This phenomenon happen as the same as observed in the experimental study. However still some modifications have to be made.
We can conclude that the virtual mass (C M ) value is most important criteria should be considered. This because the virtual mass values will affect ascending hydrodynamic force and gravity force. For instance, when the virtual mass is low (0.2) the ascending hydrodynamic and gravity force are 0.42 and 0.58 respectively.
But when the virtual mass is high (0.35) the ascending and gravity force become 0.45 and 0.55 respectively. Here we can say that, when the virtual mass is high it means the ascending hydrodynamic force will become high, but the gravity effect becomes low. In case of virtual mass become low, the ascending hydrodynamic force also become low but the gravity force will become high. Eqs. (17) and (18) below shows the sediment particle acceleration due to ascending hydrodynamic and gravity forces. These two equations were derived from Eqs. (3) and (14) .
In previous study, conducted by Gotoh (1992) and Tchen (1947) , the value of virtual mass coefficient (0.5) was fitted in their model. In this study, after the calibration processes had been done, the best fitted virtual mass coefficient value was 0.35. The mean average velocity values show ranging from 3.1% to 13.5% is obtained from the velocity results of numerical compared to the experimental near the upstream is 1.2% to 22.61% near the downstream.
For further understanding, Table 1 shows the mean average velocity of numerical model compared with experimental near the downstream. In this study, the effects of interaction between sediment particles are considered only for single collision, in other term, multiple collision effects are not considered in this study. We verified the applicability of this assumption through HSVC study by checking whether multiple collisions occurs in this concentration, and confirmed that consideration of only single collision effect is enough for this study. In the future, we suggest that study about the effects of interaction between sediment particles with multiple collision effects should be done to observe the particle segregation movements. 
Conclusions
Overall from this study shows, the numerical results are in good agreement with the experimental result. It can be concluded that the calibration processes for velocity were successful. The value of virtual mass was found as one of the most important criteria that should be considered in calibration process, as this parameter dominates fundamental characteristics of sediment particle movement in the lagrangian numerical scheme. This is because the virtual mass coefficient (C M ) value will affect both ascending hydrodynamic force and gravity force in opposite sense. When the virtual mass is high it means the effect of ascending hydrodynamic force on the particle becomes high, but that of gravity becomes low. In case of the value of virtual mass becomes low, the effect of ascending hydrodynamic force also becomes low but that of gravity force becomes high. The best fitted of C DM in HD2DM in this study was 0. show ranging from 1.2% to 22.61% is obtained from the velocity results of numerical compared to the experimental. Furthermore, the particles routing distribution produced by the HD2DM for two different virtual mass coefficients (0.2 and 0.35) cannot be concluded just referred to the particles routing distributions. Therefore, the mean average velocity of numerical compared with experimental model had to be referred.
